The significance is evident along the diagonal for all 9 cell lines, denoting the concerted increase between TF and enhancer load, with genes in bins of low TF load enriching the highest for genes in bins of low enhancer load and vice-versa, genes of high TF load enriching the most for high enhancer load genes. Supplementary File 5 contains tables with the enrichment significance (adjusted -log 10 p-value) obtained and the exact TF load per bin (vertically) or enhancer load per bin (horizontally) for each of 9 cell lines. Figure S2 : High enhancer load genes enrich for disease association also with more stringent disease gene groups. Heatmaps of the hypergeometric distribution enrichment significance (adjusted -log 10 p-value) of genes binned by enhancer load across 139 samples. Left side bins contain genes with lower enhancer load than bins on the right side. The Galhardo et al.: Cell type-selective disease-association of genes under high regulatory load enrichment significance (adjusted -log 10 p-value) is depicted by the color gradient, increasing from yellow to red. Grey represents (adjusted -log 10 p-value) < 1.3 (equivalent to p-value > 0.05), not considered significant. The significance is evident on the bins of highest enhancer load on the right side, with orange and red colours. (A) Results using the set of curated disease genes from DisGeNET version 2, minimum association score of 0.2 (7110 genes of which 5853 were in the background set of 19238 protein coding genes). (B) Results using the set of disease genes from the OMIM database, as of June 2015 (4557 genes of which 3483 were in the background set of 19238 protein coding genes).
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Supplementary Figure S3: Genes with highest enhancer load vary across 139 samples.
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